
 



 

AUGUST 2014 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

We are a fortunate club in many respects – we’ve a numerically healthy and enthusiastic membership, a great 

venue, sound finances, a club website and a monthly magazine, what more could you ask for! 

Well, we are always striving to offer interesting Wednesday nights for the club and this month is no exception. 

Retired RAF pilot Clive Rustin will be along to talk of his experiences flying various aircraft (did someone say 

Lightning’s?) while serving his country. Having read some about him on the net, it promises to be a fascinating 

evening for all. I must say a big thank you to Tony and Richard for seizing the opportunity to ask Clive to visit us 

while attending the East Tytherly Country Fare in June. 

In other matters, the committee met a few weeks ago to thrash out some ideas for the next year and to push 

on with some current topics that have been on the table for several months. To that end we have news further 

on in this issue of the club polo shirts, and competition news for 2015.  

Sadly, and like Tony recently, I experience a total failure of a hard drive at home, the result being I lost 

thousands of images from model shows and club photo shoots since 2005 onward, though fortunately some 

more recent ones are still on my camera’s memory card. I lost all of my car and bike reference files too…Back 

up everything, yes I know….!    

Another busy month for me work wise has meant no modelling at all (though that hasn’t stopped me 

spending…)….and to think Telford is just 12 weeks away!!  Better get a move on then…. 

 

Enjoy this month’s magazine.  

      

 

Paul 

Club President  

 

 

   

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

COMPETITION NEWS 

Firstly, with the 2014 annual competition looming large in November, a timely reminder of the separate class 

within that contest for WWI models. These can be of anything related to the Great War, planes, trains, trucks, 

tanks, figures or whatever you fancy. Decal sheets from WWI specialist Pheon Models (worth around £25 

each) to the winner. 

Following on from this year’s very successful Airfix competition, next year’s Test Trout will be for Tamiya kit 

based models of any genre, in any scale.  Models must be plastic or resin only, sorry no die-cast. The 

competition will take place July 15
th

 2015. 

2015 marks the 75
th

 anniversary of the Battle Of Britain. If there is sufficient interest we would like to hold a 

competition for related scale models during the main meeting in September, 16
th

 to be exact. The usual rules 

for club contests apply and we plan to offer a significant prize to the winner and runner up. The theme allows 

for plenty of scope, so it’s not just about Spitfires and 109’s! 

And finally a reminder for the Build a Model in a Day competition that will take place at the club hall, Sunday 

14
th

 September. This year’s theme is ‘build what you bring’…you can make anything you like if you’re sure you 

can complete it on the day! Good luck!   

VISIT TO THE BOURNEMOUTH AIR SHOW 

We are organising a trip the Bournemouth Air Festival on Sunday 31
st

 August were we hope to get to see the 

two Lancasters plus a whole lot more , full details of the festival can be found at 

http://bournemouthair.co.uk/.  Let us know if you are interested in coming along. 

  

http://bournemouthair.co.uk/
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CLUB POLO SHIRTS 

We are pleased to be able to finally offer some solid details on the club polo shirts, another project that has 

seemingly taken forever to sort out! 

A few months ago we showed some designs in the February edition of the magazine and took an email poll of 

member’s preferences. Thanks to those that took part in the poll. The results showed that there was a general 

preference for a grey shirt and many likes for the sleeve and side colour only designs I had done.  

After more chat at committee meetings and some more designing we have finalised two designs (Grey and 

Red) using one layout with two colour options, If you like, a sort of home and away shirt. Each polo shirt will 

have the club logo and strap line on the left hand breast. 

The club will subsidise the cost of the shirts meaning we can offer them at £15 each.  Minimum order quantity 

for each shirt option is 10.  
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The men’s size guide for these shirts are as follows;  

MENS ADULT SIZES 

Adult Size Small Medium Large XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 

To Fit Chest 34"-36" 37"-39" 40"-42" 43"-45" 46"-48" 49"-51" 52"-54" 55"-57" 

Actual Chest 40" 43" 46" 49" 52" 55" 58" 61" 

Please select your size carefully as these bespoke items are non returnable. We hope to have these shirts 

delivered to members ready for use at the Autumn Yeovilton model show, October 11
th

 if not sooner.  Delivery 

takes 4-6 weeks, so get your orders in to Steve beginning Wednesday night or via his email. 

 AMERICAN COMPETITION 

At our late July meeting we 

held our bi-annual 

American completion for 

models of any genre with a 

US theme. 

We had 11 entries , again 

highlighting the great high 

quality models our 

members produce, the top 4 could easily take prizes at all the 

model shows we attend. In the end it was a close run thing with 

Luke Hayes’s “Cleaning the Farm” Sherman diorama narrowly 

beating Sean Summer’s F4F-4 for the top prize. 

 

 

 

The winning entry “Clearing the Farm” by Luke Hayes 

 

Luke receiving the American trophy from Paul 
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THE VOLTING  

 

Entrant Title 1st (3pt) 2nd (2pts) 3rd (1pt) Total Place 

Steve Hall  M-Scott  I     

Sean Summers F4F-4   IIIIII II  IIII  IIIII  37 2nd 

Gray Sharpling Voyager IIII  IIIII  IIII  26 3rd 

Russell Eden Grayhound II  III  III  15 4th 

David Downhill Red Tail      

Will Booth Desert Shark  I  I  5  

Dave O’Meara USS Nimtiz II   III  10  

Will Booth P40      

David Downhill M5   I  1  

Simon De 
Montfalcon 

F9F-8 Cougar  I  I  3  

Luke Hayes Cleaning the 
farm 

IIIIII I  IIIIII II  IIII  41 1st 

 

PHOTOS 
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AIRFIX 1/72 BRISTOL BLENHEIM MKI BY TONY ADAMS  

Having built the old Airfix Mk4 back in the day I was 

looking forward to see what Airfix 2014 could do for 

this important but sadly outclassed aircraft. When it 

was introduced to the RAF in 1936 the Blenheim’s sleek 

lines ( compared to the bi-plane bombers of the day ) 

along with the Hurricane and Spitfire seemed to be 

unbeatable, however unlike the other the aircraft was 

to suffer badly at the hands of German fighters in the 

battle of France and was soon relegated to secondary theatres and operations, where it did important work.  

A LOOK IN THE BOX 

The kits has a parts count of 141 pieces over four grey and one clear sprue, two colour options (RAF & 

Rumanian) and a 6 page construction. The level of detail as with many of their more recent releases is very 

nice, with fine recessed panel lines, and restrained raised moulded detail. Parts for the mark IV are included 

(but not the “scalloped” canopy). The mostly glazed nose allows visibility of the reasonably detailed interior. 

The radial engines are not the old one piece slot into the nacelle but miniature productions in their own right. 

The bomb bay may be displayed open or closed with or without ordinance. There are external racks with 

smaller anti-personnel or incendiary bombs available also. Wings with built in undercarriage bays come in the 

two piece slab construction with separate landing gear. Tyres are nicely flattened. The rear gunner’s position 

looks a bit sparse compared to the cockpit’s level of detail but with the amount of framing you can’t see too 

much anyway. There are options to display the turret in its raised or lowered orientation. 

DECISIONS 

I decided I wanted to model an RAF aircraft but after doing a number of “Green and Blown” camo schemes 

recently fancied a change. The purchase of Xtradecal ( X72202) provided me with plenly of additional schemes 

covering RAF and aircraft from Greece, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Romania, Croatia along with RAF bomber , 

Nightfighter and Fleet Air Arm examples. In the end I chose a desert scheme for a No 211 squadron aircraft  

(L6670) that fought in Greece in late 1940. I decided to model the aircraft with bomb bay open .flaps down , 

turret extended and without the anti-personal bomb racks. 

CONSTRUCTION 

The build stated slightly unusually by assembling the wings and the fuselage , the cockpit being a separated 

assembly that is mated with the fuselage later. 

  
Wings and rear fuselage are assembled first, the top portion of the 

undercarriage needs to be assembled and the two wing spars glued in 

place 

There are a couple of ejector marks in the wheel 

bays that need attention after which the area is 

sprayed XF-71 cockpit green 
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With the wing assembled it was on to the cockpit. This area is made up of a number of parts depicting the 

pilot’s seat, control panel ( with decal ) and crew member seats. I made some seat harnesses with masking 

tape. 

  

Clear part are dipped in Klear before use, this 

improves their clarity and prevents fogging 

from CA glue 

The cockpit sits between two large clear parts which are glued to the two front 

fuselage parts. Before assembling I dipped the parts in Klear before making using 

bare metal foil a task that took me a good couple of hours 

  

Cockpit interior is nicely detailed and only needed the addition 

of seat harnesses made from Tamiya tape 

The cockpit looks quite busy when assembled  

 

The cockpit halves were then assembled; 

this was quite stressful as this required a 

long join of clear parts and I was afraid of 

getting glue on the windscreen. On 

reflection I should have taken logger test 

fitting this as I had real problems getting the 

seam along the front of the cockpit closed 

and although it looks OK it could have 

turned out better. 

The rest of the assembly progressed quickly 

as the wings, tailplanes and rudder were 

mated to the rear fuselage and the cockpit 

glued in place. The top of cockpit could then 

be put in place. The seams were rubbed 

down and were required the panel lines 

were made good. 

  

 

Gluing the cockpit halves 

together was a bit of a 

nightmare 
 

Starting to take shape 
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PAINTING 

With the assembly complete the model I sprayed the cockpit frames cockpit green to provide the right interior 

colour before giving the model a coat of Tamiya fine grey primer from the can. 

I then pre-shaded with X-18 before painting the bottom surfaces with Vallejo Azure Blue, previously I have had 

lots of issues spraying with Vallegjo paints but I experimented using a new thinner (T-10) which I have 

purchased from Japan and was amazed how well it sprayed.  

  

Pre shade of the panel lines  Undersides painted using Vallejo Sky Blue 

I photographed the colour guide and scaled it on my computer to match the model, printed it and having cut 

out the camouflage pattern secured it to the model with blutak.  

  
The paper camo mask applied to the model  

 

 

Mr Color Middle Stone sprayed , with the pre shad showing 

through. I added a little white to the mix and sprayed it in the 

panel centres to emphasise the shading 

  
Masks applied for the Dark Earth Completed camo painted 
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The engines are lovely examples of model engineering, with beautifully 

moulded cylinders, these were spayed Alclad steel before dry brushing 

with aluminium to bring out the detail. There is an option of displaying 

the engine cowls open or closed, I would have liked to use the open ones 

as the aircraft was on the ground however there was a moulding issue 

with one of the 

open ones, as I 

couldn’t be 

bothered to wait 

for a new part 

from Airfix I 

went with the 

closed cowls. 

Once painted the cowls are built around the engine, I 

wish I had done this with a little more care as due to 

my ineptitude I ended up with a gap which was 

difficult to fill without ruining the paintwork, this is 

something I would handle differently if I was to do this 

model again (actually when I do a Mk IV). 

I left model a good two day for the paint to fully cure 

before giving it a coat of Klear ( I has trying to avoid 

paint cracking after previous experience with Mr 

Color paints). While I was waiting the undercarriage 

, wheels and turret was painted. 

The decals went on without issue and the model was 

given another coat of Klear to seal them. A coat of 

Flory modellers wash was applied to pull out the 

panel lines. 

The undercarriage was fitted and then it was time 

for the bit I was dreading the removal of the window 

masking. This is away more difficult with foil as the 

glue is difficult to remove, this was achieved with 

some patience required and a buff up with plastic polish. I was relived to find no fogging. The final step was a 

coat of Winsor and Newton matt varnish heavily thinned to provide a semi matt finish. 

  
Flory wash sprayed and left to dry before being removed with 

a damp cloth and cotton buds 

Almost done.; just final assembly and a Matt coat to go. 

 

 

The engines are works of art in 1/72 

 

Moulding issue with one of the open cowls 

meant I had to use the closed ones 

 

The model was given a coat of Klear prior to decalling 
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I must admit I did hurry this model a bit as the arrival of my “Tuffy” is proving too big a draw to keep my hands 

off. I certainly made mistakes that perhaps I wouldn’t normally do ( or admit ) but I am really pleased with the 

end result , I will certainly be picking up the Mk IV when it goes on sale. 

PHOTOS OF THE COMPLETED MODEL 
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1/48 DUST TACTICS JAGDLUTHER BY RUSSELL EDEN  

A what? Yep – it’s time for 

another one of my modelling 

oddities. 

Dust Tactics is a 1/48 scale table 

top war game based in 1947 

using tanks, mechs, lasers and 

even genetically engineered Nazi 

gorillas – that’s not a misprint! I 

have always liked their designs 

and I treated myself recently to a 

Jagdluther kit – nicely priced at 

$33 + $12 for shipping. I already 

have something similar on my 

Berlin 1946 diorama. The Luther 

in that came partially assembled 

and primered. The Jagdluther is a 

complete kit with the upgrade 

parts to turn it from a Luther into 

a Jagdluther (mainly heavier front armour and bigger guns!). 

The kit arrived very swiftly from their Hong Kong factory – strangely the box rattled upon delivery and once 

opened I found out why, unlike in the online reviews I had read, all my parts had been trimmed off the sprues 

– most odd. Even more odd was that the front of the two hull sides had been hacked so that the Jagdluther 

front plate would fit – that 

must be a fun job in the 

factory. The front plate did 

need an extra bit of 

trimming to fit snuggly but 

nothing major. 

I did a parts count and 

checked the instructions 

and discovered I was 

missing two brackets that 

hold the ammunition 

magazines in place. On 

further inspection the front 

ones are missing on the instructions but are on all of the pictures. I am meant to have them or not? Ho hum… I 

emailed Dust they sent me a pair so not a problem. 

 

  

 

Gun parts – 2 sets supplied – only 1 square bracket 
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Leg parts – 2 sets 

  

Lower hull parts Infra-red sight with built in MG42 

 

Main hull parts 
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I wanted to detail this kit so I had a rummage in my 1/48 spares box and came up with a pile of possible bits to 

use including exhausts, tools, mesh, interior parts – I want the main hatch open on this one, and many other 

odds and sods. 

 

Detail parts 

ASSEMBLY 

Step 1 – Legs  

It was at this point I realised I’d misplaced the instructions – Doh! 

Luckily on the Dust website there is a pic of them -  

Not exactly complicated but I have made mistakes on simpler 

kits! The legs went together with very little work and even have a 

small amount of movement. I added a couple of Stug toolboxes 

and some handles on one leg. I added some damage to the front 

armour plates too. 

 

Assembled legs 
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Step 2 – Main hull 

I did a lot detailing on this – I added mesh to the roof and one of the side vents and replaced the other sides’ 

with a modified panther exhaust. I added panther mesh to the main roof vent along with a load of tools on the 

rear, some side hatched also from a Stug and a stowage rack from my 1/48 Demag kit. The interior was made 

from plasticard and a 1/48 plane seat with some radio parts from an sd.kfz 250 halftrack. It doesn’t look pretty 

but will hardly be seen once assembled. I added some ports for cabling on the sides as the main guns will need 

hydraulic hoses and power cables – these all come from Zinge.co.uk. 

 

To the front of the hull I added Stug smoke dischargers, more handles so the pilot can actually get in the thing, 

a  notek light, after a lot of deliberation a hull machine gun from a panther and I modified the kit infra-red 

sight to be more accurate and no longer attached to the MG42. The top hatch also got some handles. I gave 

the front some battle damage too – the mech is going be a bit battered once I’ve finished with it. 

The guns were next. I like replacing most of my 

main tank guns with machined metal ones. 

Sadly there is no replacement for these, being 

fantasy. The nearest I found were Russian 

122mm barrels in 1/72. Would 122mm be near 

1/48 88mm in size? 

 

Sadly No was the answer so I used the plastic ones. I 

added two panzer iv schurzen mounts to the side of the 

guns for extra protection. I will add a section of Panther 

schurzen to these once painted. 
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That’s the basic assembly done. Painting and decaling next month. 

EASTBOURNE AIRSHOW BY RICHARD STEWART  

Well it’s this is not an article but the pictures say it all (as you can see though photography is not by strong 

point!). These are from the Eastbourne airshow  I attended on Friday. For info it was on Sat and Sunday also 

with the Lancaster’s being displayed on both days also. 
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IPMS AVON SHOW 10.08.2014 BY NIGEL ROBINS  

Some club members had attended this show previously when it was at Yate and the feedback was that it was a 

good established show so, with all of this in mind, six of us, in two cars, headed out into the storms early on 

Sunday morning. As it turned out the traffic was very light and despite heavy rain all of the way there we found 

the venue easily, it was just off the M5 about five miles along the old Gloucester Road. 

The show itself was in two halls, both slightly larger than the hall Salisbury club have at Wyvern College, with 

the competition area upstairs in the canteen area. Barry and Jim entered the competition; Barry s Hendrickson 

heavy haulage truck was awarded a bronze whilst Nick won silver for “Beryl s Bloomers.” 

We were also able to catch up with some old friends, many of whom were somewhat surprised to see us at 

this show. There were a good numbers of traders present and some of us indulged as there were a large 

number of cheap kits available. Barry resisted buying anything not even another book!! Paul spent most of the 

show trying to persuade Phil to buy kits, he was only partially successful though and Phil did leave, in the end, 

with an Academy M60 under his arm but with no Phantoms or B52s, thankfully. I think Steve’s stash increased 

by about 12 kits of all sorts; I managed 5 kits plus two decal sheets, all of which Barry remarked were “Total 

rubbish” but then I only paid £12.00 for the lot!!! 

The standard of models on show upon the club tables was high and there were a number of clubs and SIGs 

present whose work we don`t often see, which was a pleasant and refreshing change. War gamers were also 

present and the two war games that caught my imagination were a Western desert skirmish engagement and 

a re-inaction of the St Nazarre raid with HMS Campbeltown and various MTBs and Fairmile Ds s in attendance. 

The war gamers were interspersed with the clubs in both halls and as a result the whole show had a real buzz 

about it.  

The show was due to finish at 16.30 but everyone started packing up at 16.00 after all the show had started at 

09.30 so everyone was tired by then and we had about a two hour journey back home. This was made a little 

snugger for Phil in the back seat because we decided to take the corvette back in my car so that Steve, Nick 

and Paul could have a quicker run home as Paul had to be in work by 20.00. 

 This show is definitely going to be added to next year’s calendar; I think we all enjoyed it and as a larger show 

there were more clubs and traders attending than at the local shows we usually attend. 
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FLIGHT IN A DE HAVILLAND CHIPMUNK BY WILL BOOTH  

 

My birthday arrived whilst on holiday in Cornwall and the 

family took me to the CAF at Newquay. Whilst there they 

persuaded me to take a flight in the DH Dragon Rapide, but 

unfortunately that plane had gone U/S. One of the 

volunteers reckoned a ride in their Chipmunk would be 

even better (and only a few quid more).  So here are some 

photos I took of the plane and countryside around 

Padstow.  I sat in the back making sure I didn't touch ANY 

of the controls. It was a marvellous view, and I recommend 

it to any of you visiting the area.  You can even take an 

aerobatic flight if your wallet and stomach can take it! 

  

LAST HURRAH FOR A SEAKING  BY WILL BOOTH  

On holiday in Cornwall, the Royal Navy's Sea King rescue helicopter was frequently around. There were at least 

two rescues in the bays near where we stayed. These photos show a guy being winched off the rocks. He had 

got trapped as the tide came in. The cliff rescue guys were first on the scene but he was okay to be winched 

himself. I guess soon the Sea Kings will have been retired. 
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CLASSIC AIR FORCE AT NEWQUAY AIRPORT  BY WILL BOOTH  

Last year on holiday in Cornwall, whilst chatting to the farmer, I was surprised to see a silver Meteor fly over 

the farmhouse we stayed in.  Later a DH biplane Dragon Rapide flew over while we were at the beach.  And 

near the end of the holiday I called the family into the garden to watch one of the last VC10s fly into 

retirement. 

So this year on my birthday we visited the source of these aeronautical treasures, the Classic Air Force 

museum which is on the South side of Newquay Airport.  In a large hangar they have a collection of mostly 

post-war aircraft many of which are flyable or being restored towards that end. Flights are available in some of 

the aircraft.  We could watch and talk to the technicians working on the Dragon Rapide. 

As well as the planes there are simulator rides and a large collection of well displayed models (an extensive 

and wide ranging collection and competently built, some from scratch). There is a shop selling kits and books, 

whilst the café food is very good. Even our dog was welcome to look around the aircraft! Well worth a visit if 

you are in the area. 
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CLUB DIARY 2014 

August 20
th

  Club Night   

September 3
rd

 

September 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

September 14
th

  

September 20
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 1
st

 

October 15
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 25
th

 

Bovington Show 

Yeovilton Autumn Show 

November 5
th

 

November 19
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 8
th

 / 9
th

 

November 30
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2014 

Middle Wallop Show 

December 3
rd

 

December 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday August 20
th

    (8pm to 10pm) 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Russell Eden 

Nigel Robins 

Paul Adams 

Will Booth 

Richard Stewart 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers 
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